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Brazilian jewellery designer Ana Piazza unites creativity and gems and is now
displaying at a London's leading contemporary art gallery

Creativity and gems are two things Brazil naturally excels in. Uniting both worlds, Ana Piazza
is now displaying the newest in modern Brazilian jewellery at a London's leading contemporary
art gallery (https://goo.gl/veZ7P9).

LONDON (PRWEB UK) 19 October 2017 -- London based jewellery fans can check Ana Piazza´s beautiful
Horizon Collection displayed at Sunny Art Centre. The beautiful natural Brazilian landscape is the main theme
throughout the designs, richly inspired by trees, sunsets, canoes, reflecting Ana’s place of birth. Her choice of
materials shows the exuberant diversity of Brazilian gems: diamond, tourmaline and quartz are just some of the
stunning gems used in the collection. Ana’s designs are light and clean but yet leave observers mesmerized by
their elegance.

Ana Piazza was born in the northern region of Brazil, in the state of Pará which is traversed by the lower
Amazon river. She spent her childhood and youth between Salvador and Rio de Janeiro and nowadays lives in
São Paulo. She has had a passion for gemstones since she was a child, encouraged by her father who is a
geologist.

Her unique style called the attention of London’s leading contemporary art gallery The Sunny Art Centre where
she is displaying her work. There you will be able to see some of Ana’s favourite pieces which are available for
purchasing. The Sunny Art Centre is located at 30 Grays Inn Rd, London (https://goo.gl/veZ7P9).

In addition to designing, Ana also teaches gem identification classes. You can read more about Ana and see her
full collection on her website: www.anapiazza.com/en.
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Contact Information
Ana Piazza
Ana Piazza Jewellery Design
http://anapiazza.com/en
+55 11984554804

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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